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A Letter from the Editor
I look forward to the upcoming school year with great
anticipation. I am excited to jump into these very new
and deep waters. My plan moving forward is to teach
the inaugural class of EES Success Academy myself. The
class will max out at 10 students. I will be videoing most
lessons. These videos will be used as training modules
for instructors who will work in the school. I want them
to SEE and understand everything I do so the “Why of it
All” will resonate with them.

Student Spotlight

~Dr. Candace Jones

Ana Michelle, age 12 worked EXTREMELY hard this
year and accomplished the unthinkable. Ana
mastered both 7th and 8th grade level goals in
mathematics, English, science, and social studies.
She has been promoted to grade 9 for the 20212022 school year.
Noteworthy, as part of her middle school
requirement for math, social studies, and Business,
she started the company Ana’s Masks. Ana’s Masks
successfully ran in the black for several months.
When the mask mandate for the city of Memphis
lifted, Ana decided to go back to the drawing board
and make plans to relaunch her business during the
upcoming school year. “I’m coming up with cool new
products that will make people smile,” exclaimed Ana
confidently.
Finally, Ana finished her first full length novel,
Seeing the Light, this school year. Her book is
currently in the publication process.
Kudos to Ana Michelle on all her achievements. She is
truly the epitome of SUCCESS!

Our mascot is the bloom: We are the Success Academy BLOOMS.

Bloom defined: a flourishing healthy condition

Accomplishments to Date!

We have taken steps to ensure that our high school students will
be dually enrolled in either the technical track or college track of
one of our partner institutions.

Over the past few
months, we have taken
steps to ensure that our
high school students
will be dually enrolled in
either the technical
track or college track of
one of our partner
institutions. We have
secured partnerships
with institutions who
have a desire to help us
foster an academically
enriched schooling
experience for our
students.
Also, we are currently
participating in an
ongoing discussion with
a local foundation who
will come in and set up a
nationally recognized
contracting program for
our students who desire
to work towards
licensure in the building
field.

Additionally, we have
initiated the
accreditation process. As
we are very new, we have
many goals to reach to
secure accrediting and
we up to the challenge.
Finally, our custom
curriculum, written and
designed by our own Dr.
Candace Jones - an
expert in curriculum and
skill development, is
nearly complete with a
finalization goal of July 30
- just in time for the new
school year.
As we close this quarter,
we are currently in open
enrolment; conducting
parent interviews; and
accepting only
candidates who
champion both our
mission and vision.
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